Break the Uranium Chain

Women's gathering outside Rio Tinto Zinc's headquarters. Mondays between 11 - 3pm. Approx.

Women are rising to look in your eyes
We want no more hate, we want no more lies.

RTZ is a British based multinational, they are the largest single producers of uranium. They sell uranium for nuclear weapons to anyone who can buy. Who are RTZ. What are they up to. What is their connection with the Tri lateral Commission and Bilderberg. What is their plan for the world and what is their plan for Britain. Are we to be a floating airbase for NATO - the army of the multinationals, and a reprocessing centre for the international nuclear industries. This is Bilderberg's plan for Britain.

Our future is in our hands.

"You say that this land is out of bounds
Our lives and our futures are out of our hands
This world is not yours to put boundaries around
We'll grow and get stronger our voices resound."
22. Greenham BMTs are in prison today. Put down by David Willetts. The entrance has been blocked.

Rumour: All BMTs are political prisoners. The Russians are involved.

News: About to go solo.